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Additive manufacturing (AM) is gaining traction in the manufacturing industry for the fabrication of com-
ponents with complex geometries using a variety of materials. Selective laser melting (SLM) is a common
AM technique that is based on powder-bed fusion (PBF) to process metals; however, it is currently
focused only on the fabrication of macroscale and mesoscale components. This paper reviews the state
of the art of the SLM of metallic materials at the microscale level. In comparison with the direct writing
techniques that are commonly used for micro AM, micro SLM is attractive due to a number of factors,
including a faster cycle time, process simplicity, and material versatility. A comprehensive evaluation
of various research works and commercial systems for the fabrication of microscale parts using SLM
and selective laser sintering (SLS) is conducted. In addition to identifying existing issues with SLM at
the microscale, which include powder recoating, laser optics, and powder particle size, this paper details
potential future directions. A detailed review of existing recoating methods in powder-bed techniques is
conducted, along with a description of emerging efforts to implement dry powder dispensing methods in
the AM domain. A number of secondary finishing techniques for AM components are reviewed, with a
focus on implementation for microscale features and integration with micro SLM systems.

� 2019 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In recent times, there has been an ever-increasing demand for
microfabrication technologies to cater to the drive toward
miniaturization that is occurring in several sectors, including the
electronics, medical, automotive, biotechnology, energy, communi-
cations, and optics [1]. Numerous products and components,
including micro-actuators, micro-mechanical devices, sensors and
probes, microfluidic components, medical implants, micro-
switches, optical devices, memory chips, micro-motors, magnetic
hard drive heads, computer processors, inkjet printing heads, lead
frames, electrical connectors, micro fuel cells and, most impor-
tantly, micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) devices, are
made by means of microfabrication techniques. Microscale manu-
facturing processes are generally classified into MEMS-based
(or lithography-based) and non-MEMS-based (or non-
lithography-based) processes. The utilization of metallic materials
in microcomponents has gained momentum, largely due to the
applicability resulting from their mechanical and electrical proper-
ties (i.e., strength, ductility, electrical conductivity, etc.) [2]. The
processing of metals in microfabrication is commonly achieved
through non-lithography-based techniques such as machining,
forming, and joining [3]. Traditional micromanufacturing methods
have one or more of the following limitations: difficulty in fabricat-
ing complex shapes, material limitations, tooling-related issues,
inability to perform real three-dimensional (3D) fabrication, and
so forth.

The development of additive manufacturing (AM) technology
over the past two decades has opened up new horizons in metal
fabrication, given the ability of AM to realize any complex geome-
try [4,5]. AM consolidates powder or wire feedstock into a final
product in a layer-by-layer manner. AM processes start with 3D
modeling of the desired component, which is then sliced
into different two-dimensional (2D) layers. The feedstock is then
deposited, followed by the selective addition of every layer using
an energy source [6]. AM techniques are commonly classified into
seven categories: material extrusion, vat photopolymerization,
material jetting, binder jetting, sheet lamination, directed energy
deposition (DED), and powder-bed fusion (PBF) [7]. Material extru-
sion, vat photopolymerization, and material jetting are generally
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used for non-metallic materials. Sheet lamination is capable of
processing metals, based on the precision slicing of metal sheets
with subsequent stacking using bonding, welding, or ultrasonic
consolidation [8]. However, binder jetting, DED, and PBF have been
identified as the most suitable processes to process metals [6,7,9].
Binder jetting works by depositing binder adhesive on metal pow-
der, followed by curing to form a ‘‘green” part [10]. The final part is
achieved by sintering the green part with an optional infiltration of
another material or of nanoparticles of the same metal. Mandatory
heat treatment and high porosity are the common limitations of
the binder jet process, as they hinder its ability to be applicable
at the microscale [11]. DED—which is also known as laser cladding,
laser metal deposition (LMD), and laser-engineered net spacing
(LENS)—is another significant AM process used to fabricate metal
components [12]. In DED, the feedstock is directly deposited into
the melt pool, which is created by a focused energy source. The
feedstock can either be powder or wire, where powder-fed DED
typically has better resolution thanwire-fedDED [7]. SinceDEDpro-
duces only near-net shapes, further post-processing is necessary.
PBF is typically preferred for manufacturing small components that
require a good surface finish, as PBF demonstrates better resolution
than DED [4]. PBF generally has a smaller melt pool and layer thick-
ness, resulting in better resolution and surface finish. PBF processes
involve the selective melting or sintering of a layer of powder using
an energy source. Electron beam and laser beam are the two main
energy sources used in PBF processes—that is, in electron beam
melting (EBM) and in selective laser melting (SLM)/selective laser
sintering (SLS), respectively. In addition, SLM is capable to produce
componentswithmechanical properties that are comparable to that
of the traditional manufacturing processes [13].

Even though metallic AM has already been commercialized for
various applications in the biomedical and aerospace sectors,
including the production and repair of aerospace components [5],
the application of AM has been limited to macroscale and
mesoscale fabrication. AM techniques for microscale fabrication
are only recently being developed for the production of 3D micro-
features on a variety of materials including ceramics, polymers,
and metals [14]. The following section focuses on past AM
approaches for fabricating metallic microcomponents.
2. Micro metallic AM

AM at the microscale and nanoscale has attracted attention in
recent years, as is evident from the emergence of review papers
of corresponding techniques [14–16]. Engstrom et al. [15] pub-
lished a review of additive nanomanufacturing (ANM) techniques
that produce final parts with a resolution of sub-100 nm using
various materials including metals, polymers, and organic
molecules. The review by Hirt et al. [16] focused exclusively on
micro AM techniques for metals, which are classified into metal
transfer and in situ synthesis techniques. By definition, the bench-
mark feature size for micro AM techniques is described as 10 lm.
Fig. 1. Major classification of AM techniques for microscale fabrication. MSL: mic
manufacturing. Reproduced from Ref. [14] with permission of Springer-Verlag London, �
Vaezi et al. [14] classified 3D micro AM techniques into two main
categories—namely, 3D direct writing and scalable AM—as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. 3D direct writing is comprised of ink-based nozzle
dispensing and aerosol jet techniques, laser transfer techniques,
and beam deposition methods such as laser chemical vapor depo-
sition (LCVD), focused ion beam (FIB) writing, and electron beam
(EB) writing. Although the direct writing process typically has a
high resolution that is suitable for nanoscale fabrication, the pro-
cessing has been highly complex and slow [15,16]. In the category
of scalable AM techniques, micro-stereolithography (MSL) has
been the most successful micro AM technique due to its high res-
olution and repeatability, although it is limited by the choice of
materials [17]. Fused deposition modeling (FDM) and laminated
object manufacturing (LOM) techniques have difficulties in
processing metals, besides their limitation to achieve high feature
resolution. While metal inks have been used in inkjet printing [18],
this method is still strongly restricted to non-metals. 3D printing
(3DP)/binder jet printing (BJP) shows promise in terms of multi-
material printing and cold processing, but the printed parts
typically have high porosity [19].

For processing metals without any resins (as in MSL) or binders
(as in 3DP or BJP), SLM and SLS—that is, powder-bed-based layer-
by-layer melting or sintering using lasers—have demonstrated
potential due to their ability to fabricate true 3D microparts with
high resolution [14,20]. The vast amount of available knowledge
on the use of SLM and SLS in macroscale processing could be used
to scale down the technique to the microscale. This review focuses
exclusively on SLM and SLS for the fabrication of microscale fea-
tures. The difference between SLM and SLS lies in the degree of
melting [6]. SLM achieves complete melting of the powder,
whereas SLS only sinters—or partially melts—the powder. With
the exception of the full or partial melting of powder particles,
there is no difference between SLM and SLS in terms of process
setup and mechanisms. Therefore, in this paper, SLM and SLS are
considered to be identical for the purpose of comparing process
components and parameters. The discussion on the powder-
recoating system and hybrid processing in the later sections can
also be applied to the miniaturization of other PBF techniques.
3. Selective laser melting

Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the SLM process setup. In SLM and
SLS, a layer of powder is first spread on the build substrate. The
laser beam melts or sinters the powder according to the required
geometry. The recoater then applies the next layer of powder over
the solidified part, followed by further laser melting/sintering. The
heating and cooling rates are very high during the SLM process due
to the short interaction time between the laser source and the
powder. Since the resultant melt pool geometry significantly influ-
ences the microstructure features, the mechanical properties of the
fabricated part differ from those of conventional processes [13].
Detailed reviews of the process mechanisms during SLM can be
ro-stereolithography; FDM: fused deposition modeling; LOM: laminated object
2012.



Fig. 2. Schematic of the SLM process.
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found elsewhere, in Refs. [6,7,21]. The final quality of the SLM parts
is influenced by a large number of process parameters due to the
complex system and mechanisms involved [22–29].

The SLM process parameters can be classified roughly into
powder-related, laser-related, and powder-bed-related variables
according to the properties, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Most of the
powder-related process parameters, such as the chemical composi-
tion, size and shape of the particles, and surface morphology, are
invariants in an actual production environment [7]. The parame-
ters related to laser systems that influence the SLM process include
the laser type (i.e., continuous wave (CW) or pulsed), laser power,
and spot size. The scanning parameters—such as scanning strategy,
hatch spacing, and scanning speed—significantly affect the SLM
built part characteristics [30]. The third classification of SLM pro-
cess parameters is powder-bed characteristics. In most powder-
bed processes, the powder is applied onto the building platform
by means of a raking mechanism, which is also known as recoating.
The efficiency of the powder delivery system is influenced by a
number of parameters, including the recoater type, number of
recoating passes, amount of retrieved powder during each pass
and—most importantly—powder properties. The thickness of the
recoating layer is one of the significant process parameters that
control the part properties. Layer thickness, particle size distribu-
tion (PSD), and laser parameters influence the laser–material inter-
action and hence the melt pool characteristics.
Fig. 3. Summary of SLM
The characteristics of AM components made using SLM are
typically evaluated through a number of process outcomes,
depending on the application. Fig. 4 summarizes some of the
important features of SLM-fabricated parts. As in any conventional
process, the feature resolution, surface finish, mechanical proper-
ties, and microstructure are characterized in order to evaluate
the quality of the final built part and thereby the SLM process.
Fig. 5 illustrates the different possible defects that may occur in
SLM. The formation of defects is essentially dependent on the pro-
cess variables, which need to be optimized in order to fabricate
defect-free components. A detailed review of the defects in AM
processes is available elsewhere [7].
4. Micro selective laser melting

Commercial SLM systems generally employ powder particle
sizes of 20–50 lm and a layer thickness ranging from 20 to
100 lm. The effort to scale down conventional SLM in order to
increase the feature resolution involves three main factors: laser
beam diameter, layer thickness, and particle size, as illustrated in
Fig. 6. Fischer et al. [31] defined the scale of micro SLM to be the
following: a laser beam diameter < 40 lm, a layer thickness
< 10 lm, and a particle size < 10 lm.
4.1. Current state of the art

The first micro SLS system—known as laser micro sintering—
was developed more than a decade ago at the Laserinstitut Mittel-
sachsen e.V. [32] using a Q-switched neodymium-doped yttrium
aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser (0.5 to 2 kW). This system
involves a special raking procedure that applies a thick layer of
powder first, which is successively sheared off from opposite direc-
tions to produce a thin layer. The drives for the powder dispenser
and building platform have a resolution of 0.1 lm in order to con-
trol the layer thickness with sub-micrometer accuracy. With this
first approach, the microparts that were fabricated had a structural
resolution of less than 30 lm and an aspect ratio greater than 10,
with a surface roughness of 5 lm. Various metals including tung-
sten (W), aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), and silver (Ag), with an aver-
age powder particle size ranging from 0.3 to 10 lm, were tested for
this study, as shown in Fig. 7 [20,33,34]. Fig. 7(a) [33] shows one of
the initial features built by this setup using 300 nm tungsten pow-
der. Although the exposure of the powder to a vacuum of 10�3 Pa
produced better raking, the powder-bed density (PBD) after raking
was still around 15%. A maximum part density of 90% after sinter-
ing was observed with a W and Cu powder mixture.
process parameters.
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The same research group has developed an improved system
involving two rakes with a circular cross-section to spread the
powder [20,35]. Figs. 7(b)–(d) [20,33,34] show the different feature
shapes that have been fabricated with this modified setup. The dif-
ference lies in the powder-recoating mechanism, as the rakes tra-
verse in a circular motion between the powder reservoir and the
building platform. Metal cylinders with a sharpened edge are used
as the rake blade. This design with two or more rakes facilitates
built parts with multiple materials or a grain size gradient along
the part thickness, as shown in Fig. 7(d). In addition to raking,
the recoating system can be used to manually compact the powder
by pressure. With this unique setup, microparts of various metals
including tungsten, aluminum, copper, silver, 316L, molybdenum
(Mo), titanium (Ti), and 80Ni20Cr can be produced using laser
micro sintering. After continuous improvement of the process
characteristics, the laser micro sintering of metals has yielded a
Fig. 5. Typical SLM process defects.

Fig. 6. Requirements for the SLM of microscale features.

Fig. 4. Summary of SLM process output characteristics.
minimum resolution of 15 lm and a surface roughness of
1.5 lm. A maximum part density of 98% and 95% was reported
for oxide ceramics and alloys, respectively [36].

Gieseke et al. [37,38] developed a micro SLM system in 2013 to
produce American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) 316L hollow
microneedles with a minimum wall thickness of 50 lm. The laser
spot diameter was scaled down to 19.4 lm in order to achieve fine
features. A particle size ranging from 5 to 25 lm was used to build
needles with an inner diameter of 160 lm using a layer thickness
of 20 lm. Despite the combination of fine spot size and finer pow-
ders, the surface roughness of the built parts was poor (Ra � 8 lm).
Agglomeration of fine powder could have resulted in non-uniform
powder spreading, which would explain the poor finish. A signifi-
cant powder adherence occurred along the wall due to the high
energy input. More complex helix shapes with a minimum strut
diameter of 60 lm were also produced, albeit with the occurrence
of partial strut failure [38]. The same research group [39] fabri-
cated parts using shape memory alloys (Ni–Ti), as shown in
Fig. 8(a), with a resolution of 50 lm at a lower laser power and
higher scanning speed. Yadroitsev and Bertrand [40] used a com-
mercial system, PM 100, to fabricate microfluidic systems made
of stainless steel (SS) 904L, as shown in Fig. 8(b). The spot size
Fig. 7. Fabrication of microfeatures by laser micro sintering. (a) Sintered test
structures made of tungsten powder (300 nm size); (b) three nested hollow
spheres; (c) concentric rings; (d) laser sintering of multi-materials (Cu and Ag).
(a) and (d) are reproduced from Ref. [33] with permission of Emerald Group
Publishing Limited, � 2007; (b) is reproduced from Ref. [20] with permission of
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, � 2007; (c) is reproduced from Ref. [34] with
permission of Emerald Group Publishing Limited, � 2005.

Fig. 8. Parts fabricated using micro SLM. (a) Ni–Ti micro actuators; (b) top view of
SS 904L microfluidic systems, the insert image is its internal structure. (a) is
reproduced from Ref. [39] with permission of Elsevier B.V., � 2010; (b) is
reproduced from Ref. [40] with permission of DAAAM International, � 2010.
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and layer thickness were 70 and 5 lm, respectively. Fully func-
tional parts of 100–500 lm with structural elements of 20 lm
were produced. It is worth noting that the spot size was still large
and the surface roughness was poor.

In 2014, Fischer et al. [31] investigated the process parameters
of micro SLM using an EOSINT l60 system. The minimum rough-
ness and the maximum feature resolution achieved were 7.3 and
57 lm, respectively. A maximum relative density of 99.32% was
attained for the SLM of cuboidal structures. Despite a relatively
finer powder of 3.5 lm, the achieved resolution is not sufficient
for the dimensional specifications of microcomponents. Abele
and Kniepkamp [41] further improved the surface quality of the
parts fabricated by micro SLM by using the contour-scanning strat-
egy. A minimum surface roughness of 1.69 lm was achieved along
the walls parallel to the building direction. Kniepkamp et al. [42]
also reported on the fabrication of micro SLM parts with a top sur-
face roughness of less than 1 lm, using parametric optimization.
Very recently, Roberts and Tien [43] reported on the fabrication
of SS microelectrode arrays using micro SLS with a vertical and lat-
eral resolution of 5 and 30 lm, respectively.

The latest effort in micro AM is from the University of Texas at
Austin [44,45], where a micro SLS system composed of an ultrafast
laser, a micro-mirror-based optical system, substrate heating, and
a precise recoating system has been developed to achieve a feature
resolution of 1 lm. Three significant modifications to typical SLS
systems have been performed:

� A new spreader design has been incorporated, which includes
a combination of a precision blade and a precision roller. The
roller is attached with a linear voice coil actuator to provide
very low amplitude high-frequency vibration. With the new
setup, vibration compaction is included to achieve fine layers
of a few micrometers.

� The galvanometric mirrors commonly used in SLM machines
have been replaced with digital micro-mirror devices (DMDs)
in this system to increase the system throughput.

� Additional focusing optics have been added to achieve a spot
size of 1 lm. In addition, a linear actuating system for displac-
ing the powder bed with a resolution of a few tens of nanome-
ters has been implemented.

Despite the inclusion of a vibrating roller as the powder sprea-
der in the SLS system [45], agglomeration of the powder particles
was still observed. Two modifications to the micro SLS system have
been implemented: ① replacing dry powder with nanoparticle
inks, and ② changing the particle-dispensing mechanism from tra-
Table 1
Literature review of SLM/SLS techniques for microscale fabrication.

Specifications Regenfuss et al. [32] Streek et al. [35]

Structural resolution
(lm)

< 30 15

Aspect ratio > 10 NS
Layer thickness (lm) NS 1–10
Surface roughness (lm) < 3.5 1.5–3.5
Laser specifications Nd:YAG laser (CW)

Power: 0.1–10 W
Freq: 0.5–50 kHz

Nd:YAG laser (pulsed)

Spot size (lm) 25 25
Material W, Al, Cu, Ag W, Al, Cu, Ag, 316L, Mo, T

80Ni20Cr
Powder particle size

(lm)
0.3–10 1–10

Environment Vacuum (10�3 Pa) or reduced
shield gas pressures (104–105

Pa)

Vacuum (10�3 Pa)

Machine Customized Customized

NS: not specified; Freq: frequency; D90: the diameter of the particle that 90% of the par
ditional blade/rollers to slot die- or spin-coating techniques. In the
improved setup, the micro SLS design was changed to include a slot
die-coating mechanism, due to its flexibility. Slot die coating is
capable of depositing a wide range of thicknesses ranging from
20 nm to 150 lm through precise metering and controlled dis-
pensing [44]. In addition, a precise nanopositioning stage using
voice coil actuators was used to achieve fine precision. However,
this system was only applicable for slurries or inks, due to
nanoparticle agglomeration of the fine dry powder caused by van
der Waals forces [46].

Table 1 [31,32,35,37,38,42,43] summarizes the research works
that have been carried out on the use of micro SLM/SLS to process
metallic materials. It is worth noting that both CW and pulsed
lasers are being used in micro SLM systems, which is different from
the prominent use of CW lasers in conventional SLM systems.
Regenfuss et al. [33] initially used a Q-switched pulsed laser for a
laser micro sintering setup. The Q-switched laser was shown to
be effective for the following reasons: ① an increase in part reso-
lution;② a reduction in residual stress;③ a reduction in oxidation
effect, possibly due to gas or plasma expansion, which provided a
shielding effect; ④ the elimination of issues such as poor sub-
strate–part adherence and material sublimation at low pressure,
which typically occur with the sintering of sub-micrometer pow-
ders using a CW laser; and ⑤ suitability to process dielectrics.
The pulsed lasers produced narrow and deep cut-ins, frozen jets,
and flattened craters due to a higher laser intensity in comparison
with the CW lasers. However, the pulsed laser resulted in a poor
surface finish, irregular tracks, and balling, due to an unstable melt
pool. Ke et al. [47] compared CW and pulsed laser modes in the
laser micro sintering of fine nickel (Ni) powder with a mean parti-
cle size of 4 lm. It was reported that the CW laser resulted in a
more pronounced balling phenomenon than the pulsed laser; use
of the latter reduced the balling due to the flattening effect by
the plasma and the rapid cooling rate. Moreover, the pulsed laser
was observed to result in a better wettability. However, the single
tracks produced by the pulsed laser had corrugation, trench forma-
tion, and poor surface finish. Similarly, Kniepkamp et al. [42]
reported on the poor surface finish and discontinuous tracks that
occurred when using the pulsed mode of a 50 W fiber laser. Fischer
et al. [31] observed that the pulsed laser could not produce
homogenous single tracks without defects, despite testing a wide
range of laser powers and pulse repetition rates. In addition to
its use with metals, a pulsed wave laser in micro SLS has been
tested with ceramics and was found to be effective [48].
Gieseke et al.
[37,38]

Fischer et al. [31,42] Roberts and Tien [43]

< 50 < 40 30

30:1 262 NS
20 7 5
8 > 7.29 5
Fiber laser
Power: 25 W/
50 W

Pulsed laser
Power: 30 W
Freq: 1 kHz–1 MHz

NS

19.4 30 30
i, SS 316L SS 316L 316L and 17-4PH

5–25 3.5 D90: 6

O2 < 300 ppm Argon (O2 &
H2O < 10 ppm)

Argon (O2 &
H2O < 1 ppm)

NS EOSINT l60 DMP50GP

ticle distribution is below this value.
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The Q-switched pulsed laser produced better resolution than the
CW laser for ceramic materials, due to the non-accumulation of
heat with the pulsed laser. Despite the successful sintering of cer-
tain metallic and ceramic materials using a laser micro sintering
setup with Q-switched pulsed lasers, it can be perceived that
pulsed lasers in micro SLM still possess limitations in terms of sur-
face finish, melt pool stability, and defects. These limitations—
along with the wide application of CW lasers in conventional
SLM—could be the reason why most recent research works in this
field have been carried out using CW lasers.

It should be noted that research efforts on micro SLM have been
quite limited, and that this is disproportionate to the general
enthusiasm that exists for the field of conventional macroscale
SLM. For conventional SLM, the effects of various process parame-
ters (as illustrated in Fig. 3) on the process characteristics have
been widely reported in the literature [13,23,25,27,49,50].
Although micro SLM process parameters are expected to exhibit
a significant influence on the process outcomes, including feature
resolution, defects, surface finish, and microstructure, there are
limited parametric studies on micro SLM available in the literature.
Kniepkamp et al. [42] reported on the increase in the dimensional
accuracy of certain part features with a reduction in laser power
during the micro SLM of 316L powder. Fischer et al. [31] studied
the formation of single tracks and bulk features using the micro
SLM of 316L powder over a range of scanning speeds and laser
powers, and the process window for homogeneous tracks and
dense cuboids was identified. Abele and Kniepkamp [41] investi-
gated the effects of the contour-scanning strategy, laser power,
and scanning speed on the surface roughness and morphology of
the vertical walls during the micro SLM of 316L powders. Contour
scanning reduced the vertical surface roughness of the parts at the
optimized exposure parameters. Despite these efforts, none of the
previous research works on micro SLM/SLS have reported on the
mechanical properties, microstructure, or residual stress profile
of the fabricated features. Since the focus of those works was pri-
marily on achieving fine dense features with a smooth surface, only
characteristics such as feature resolution, part density, and surface
finish were reported. Most of the components fabricated by means
of conventional SLM have structural applications in which the
mechanical properties and microstructural factors such as grain
morphology and crystallographic texture are significant. Since
the parts fabricated by means of micro SLM might also have
requirements for the mechanical properties, residual stress, and
microstructure, it is essential to understand the underlying behav-
ior of the process.

Microstructure formation in SLM is influenced by a number of
mechanisms including heat transfer, thermophysical properties of
the materials, and phase transformations [51]. The mode of
solidification and the resultantmicrostructure are controlled by the
temperature gradient (G) and the liquid–solid interface velocity
(i.e., solidification rate, R) of the melt pool, which are represented
through solidification maps (G vs. R maps) [21]. The solidification
modes are equiaxed dendritic, columnar dendritic, cellular, and
planar. The commonly observed microstructure in SLM has been
found to be columnar dendritic, as AM processes typically undergo
rapid heating, solidification, and reheating during the melting of
adjacent layers [7,11,21,51]. The predominant formation of
columnar dendrites in SLM can be attributed to the large temper-
ature gradient along the building direction [11]. The resulting
microstructure in SLM is mainly controlled by process variables
such as laser power, scanning speed, and scanning strategy,
although a number of other factors including elemental composi-
tion, building direction, and part geometry also play a role [51].
Despite a vast quantity of literature being available on the resultant
microstructure in conventional SLM, there have been no similar
studies reported for micro SLM. In recent times, attempts have been
made to investigate the effect of laser spot size (see Section 4.2) by
defocusing the beam in PBF processes such as EBM and SLM. Al-
Bermani [52] reported that defocusing the electron beam by chang-
ing the focus offset significantly influenced the melt pool morphol-
ogy during the EBM of SS. A similar approach by Phan et al. [53]
using a narrowly focused beam in the EBM of a cobalt (Co)-based
alloy resulted in horizontal dendrites restricting the growth of typ-
ical columnar dendrites. McLouth et al. [54] studied the laser beam
focus shift in the SLM of IN718, and observed that a smaller spot
size produced finer and equiaxed microstructures due to higher
power density. In our recent study on the single-track formation
of 316L powder in micro SLM, the observed molten-pool morphol-
ogy of a ‘‘double-crest” surface was quite different from that of the
single tracks formed during macroscale SLM, due to the fine laser
spot size in our research [55]. The above-mentioned research on
defocusing effects indicates that the laser spot size may play a sig-
nificant role in the process characteristics of micro SLM. Due to the
finer spot size, smaller layer thickness, and finer powders in micro
SLM, the microstructure formation is expected to differ from that of
conventional SLM. Furthermore, as micro SLM involves a fine spot
size, the temperature gradient and the solidification rate are
expected to be higher, which may lead to faster cooling rates and
hence to finer dendrites. Nevertheless, it is difficult to predict the
microstructure of micro SLM, as it depends upon a number of fac-
tors involving complex mechanisms. The mechanical behavior of
parts fabricated by means of conventional SLM, including the hard-
ness, tensile, and fatigue properties of various materials, has been
widely reported [11,25,50,56,57]. However, the mechanical proper-
ties of micro SLM parts have barely been investigated in the litera-
ture. The mechanical properties are typically influenced by defects,
microstructure, residual stress, and post-heat treatment [7].

According to published reviews related to SLM or PBF in gen-
eral, the following post-processing heat treatments are commonly
used: stress relieving, aging, solution treating, and hot isostatic
pressing (HIP) [7]. The motivation for heat treatment is to reduce
or eliminate defects, control the microstructure, improve the prop-
erties, and relieve residual stresses [21,56,58]. HIP is typically used
to close internal pores and cracks, whereas recrystallization refines
the microstructure to equiaxed fine grains and aging controls pre-
cipitate formation [7,21]. Since SLM produces microstructures that
are different from those formed by traditional processes, the heat
treatment strategy is different as well [59–62]. As discussed earlier,
micro SLM may result in microstructures that differ from those
formed by conventional SLM due to the extremely fine spot size.
Through suitable heat treatment, the microstructure is expected
to be controlled while improving the mechanical properties. As
the post-heat treatment for SLM components depends on a number
of factors, including the initial microstructure, defects, residual
stress, elemental composition, and desired output characteristics,
it is challenging to predict a suitable heat treatment for micro
SLM. Thus, future studies on the heat treatment of micro SLM will
be very valuable, as they will bring significant opportunities to
broaden relevant applications. First, however, it is necessary to
understand the microstructure characteristics, such as grain mor-
phology and phase formation, that are created by the micro SLM
of various materials in order to identify optimized post-
processing heat treatments.

Table 2 [63–68] compares various characteristics of commer-
cially available AM systems for micromanufacturing in terms of
the build volume, achievable layer thickness, laser specifications,
laser spot size, recoating system, processing materials, and so on.
The first commercial system for micro SLS was built over a patent
[69] based on laser micro sintering [20,33]. The micro SLS process
was commercialized as ‘‘EOSINT l60” by 3D MicroPrint GmbH, a
company founded by 3D-Micromac AG and EOS GmbH exclusively
to develop micro SLS systems for metallic microfabrication. It can



Table 2
Benchmarking of commercially available AM systems for micromanufacturing.

DMP64/EOSINT l60 [63] REALizer SLM
50/SLM 100
[64]

PRECIOUS
M 080
[65]

MYSINT100 [66] TruPrint 1000 [67] ProX DMP 100 [68]

Manufacturer 3D MicroPrint GmbH Realizer
GmbH

EOS GmbH Sisma SpA TRUMPF 3D Systems, Inc.

Build volume (mm) L60 �W60 � H30 /70 � H40 /80 � H95 /100 � H100 /100 � H100 L100 �W100 � H100
Layer thickness (lm) 1–5 20–50 30 20–40 10–50 NS
Laser specifications Fiber laser; 50 W Fiber laser;

20–120 W
Yb-fiber
laser;
100 W

Fiber laser; 200 W Fiber laser; 200 W Fiber laser; 50 W

Laser spot size (lm) < 30 �20 < 30 55/30 55 NS
Recoating system Blade Blade Blade Blade Blade Roller
Materials SS, Ti, Mo, Al CoCr, SS

316L,
Ag, Au, Pd, Ti
alloys

Ag, Au, Pd,
Pt alloys

Precious metals, bronze,
CoCr, SS, maraging steel,
Ni alloys

SS, tool steel, CoCr, Al, Ni
alloys, Ti, precious metals,
bronze

CoCr, SS 17-4PH

Control environment Argon Argon NS Nitrogen, argon Nitrogen, argon Nitrogen, argon
Industry Medical, jewelry,

mechatronics, mold
making, automotive

Jewelry,
precision
engineering

Watches,
jewelry

Precious metal, jewelry Medicine, dental,
aerospace, energy,
automotive

Precision engineering,
research and
development
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be seen in Table 2 that the existing commercial systems have a
laser spot size greater than or equal to 20 lm. It should be noted
that this laser spot size must be reduced significantly in order to
build precise parts. As the SLM/SLS process builds parts in a
layer-by-layer fashion, it is necessary to achieve as small a layer
thickness as possible in order to reduce the feature resolution.
With the exception of EOSINT l60, the other existing micro SLS
systems typically produce a layer thickness between 10 and
50 lm, which cannot be used to achieve microfeatures with sub-
micrometer dimensions. Despite different efforts to use various
types of recoating systems, the commercial systems use either a
blade or roller system, which is similar to macroscale SLM systems.
The ability to reduce the layer thickness is correlated to the size of
the powder used. Conventional SLM/SLS typically uses powders of
20–50 lm diameter, whereas micro SLS processes require particles
with a diameter much smaller than 10 lm.

Recently, the authors (i.e., Singapore Institute of Manufacturing
Technology, SIMTech) developed an in-house micro SLM system
(Fig. 9(a)) with a fine laser spot size and a novel powder-
recoating system with the ability to handle fine powders. Initial
experimental results using SS 316L powders (D50 � 10 lm, in
which D50 is the diameter of the particle that 50% of the particle
Fig. 9. (a) Micro SLM system developed by SIMTech; (b) various fabricated features using
distribution is below this value) demonstrate that the developed
micro SLM system is capable of producing microfeatures with a
fine surface finish. Various trials were conducted to validate the
system by varying the laser power, scanning strategy, scanning
speed, and hatching density. Fig. 9(b) shows various features that
were fabricated using the micro SLM system with the following
process parameters: a layer thickness of 10 lm, spot size of
15 lm, laser power of 50W, scanning speed of 800–1400 mm�s�1,
and hatch spacing of 10 lm. At present, a minimum feature size of
60 lm and a minimum surface roughness (Ra) of 1.3 lm can be
achieved. However, the system is capable of handling sub-
micrometer and nanoscale powders to produce a layer thickness
of 1 lm. With a further reduction in the layer thickness and pow-
der particle size, a much finer feature resolution (< 15 lm) and a
surface roughness of less than 1 lm could be achieved using the
developed system.

Scaling down from conventional to micro SLM efforts necessi-
tates certain considerations, which can be classified into
① equipment-related, ② process-related, and ③ post-treatment
factors. Most of the process mechanisms and the effects of process
parameters can be read across the scales. A fine spot size and par-
ticle size will naturally reduce the layer thickness and hatch
micro SLM; (c) scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of feature top surfaces.
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spacing, leading to an increased process cycle time. Streek et al.
[35] reported a 12-fold increase in the processing time of laser
micro sintering to print the same component when the layer thick-
ness and particle size were reduced by an order of magnitude. With
the application of fine spots at microscales, the power density will
be much higher. Therefore, the process throughput might be
increased by using reduced laser power and/or faster scanning.
Support structure design is another concern with micro SLM, as
removing the structures is difficult and might affect the part
dimensions. Similarly, preheating could be an issue in the case of
high-aspect-ratio thin walls, especially when building support
structures has been a difficulty.

Equipment-related scaling factors include the building plat-
form, optical system, powder recoating, powder handling, and
powder recycling. The size of the building platform and hence
the entire equipment footprint is smaller for micro SLM systems.
In order to satisfy one of the major requirements of achieving a fine
spot size, the optical units must be modified, which will be
described in Section 4.2. Another important requirement for micro
SLM is achieving a smaller layer thickness, which can be realized
by precision drives for the powder dispensing and building plat-
form. The major equipment-related issues with the scaling down
have been the need to use fine powders of the sub-micrometer
scale or even nanoscale. Since the exposure of fine nanopowders
to the environment carries safety and health hazards, it is advis-
able to minimize the manual handling of such powders. It is of
the utmost necessity to provide a tight enclosure to the building
chamber, as for any SLM machines. The effect of the powder parti-
cle size and the recoating system will be discussed in Sections 4.3
and 4.4, respectively. Post-treatment differences include the sur-
face finishing and heat treatment performed on the AM parts. Heat
treatment of microparts with thin features could result in part dis-
tortion. Powder adhesion to the walls has been a common occur-
rence in SLM, which necessitates further finishing after printing.
In microscales, there is a possibility that the machining of thin
walls will not be possible. A non-contact finishing such as elec-
tropolishing might be ineffective as well, as observed by Noelke
et al. [38]. Thus, it is necessary to fabricate parts with a good sur-
face finish both on the surface and along the walls, rather than
relying on secondary subtractive processing. The surface-
finishing effect is discussed in detail in Section 5.

4.2. Laser spot

Laser beam diameter is one of the most significant parameters
influencing the feature resolution [31]. The minimum spot size,
which occurs at the laser focal point, is typically used for AM pro-
cesses, as the power density is maximized at the focus. PBF pro-
cesses use a laser beam diameter in the range of 50–100 lm,
whereas DED processes use millimeter-sized spots [21]. Ma et al.
[70] studied the difference in the metallurgical behaviors of SS
316L fabricated by means of laser cladding deposition (LCD) and
SLM, with the spot size of the LCD (> 1 mm) being much larger than
that of the SLM (0.12–0.15 mm). SLM resulted in a higher depth-to-
width ratio of the molten pool, higher cooling rate, smaller primary
cellular arm spacing, lower grain aspect ratio, higher microhard-
ness, and greater strength. Although it is difficult to attribute the
SLM behavior to the beam diameter through this study, this work
provides some indication of the consequences in terms of varying
energy inputs, solidification rates, melt pools, and microstructure
that result from a change in spot size. Liu et al. [71] investigated
the effect of the laser beam diameter in SLM using SS 316L pow-
ders. For a reduction in beam diameter from 48 to 26 lm, improve-
ments in the part density, surface finish, and mechanical properties
were reported. Makoana et al. [72] used two different systems with
different beam diameters (80 and 240 lm) to investigate the effect
of spot size upscaling during laser-based PBF. The power density
was kept constant in order to study the beam diameter effect. It
was found that a smaller beam diameter and smaller laser power
resulted in a narrower and shallower molten pool, leading to smal-
ler hatch spacing and layer thickness.

Helmer et al. [73] studied the effect of spot size in EBM by
changing the laser focus shift. The results indicated a significant
difference in the melt pool geometry and microstructure for differ-
ent spot sizes corresponding to the focused (400 lm) and defo-
cused beam (500 lm). A recent paper by McLouth et al. [54]
extended the analysis of a laser focus shift to SLM. IN718 samples
fabricated at the focal point had a finer microstructure in compari-
son with the samples fabricated using the defocused beam. This
behavior was attributed to a higher power density resulting from
the smaller spot size. A concurrent study [74] on the effect of laser
focus shift on porosity, surface roughness, and tensile strength
reported a significant change in the built part properties with the
focus shift. Varying melt behaviors ranging from a lack of fusion
at the negative shift (�2 mm) to keyhole formation due to exces-
sive energy at the positive shift (+3 mm) were observed. The
change in energy input, along with the focus shift and spot size,
corresponds to the divergence of the Gaussian distribution of the
beam. However, it was noted that the optimum focus shift, and
hence the spot size, is correlated to the scanning speed and laser
power. Studies on a similar process—namely, laser welding—high-
light the effect of smaller spots in improving welding behavior by
achieving either a faster welding speed or deeper penetration, due
to the increase in power density [75].

Despite extensive research efforts in SLM generally, it is noted
that studies on the effect of spot size on the process behavior—
especially on the feature resolution—is quite scarce. It can be seen
in Table 1 that the spot size of micro SLM systems ranges from 20
to 30 lm, while the corresponding minimum feature resolution is
similar to or slightly larger than the spot size. Similarly, commer-
cial micro SLM systems have a laser spot size greater than 20 lm
(Table 2). In order to realize fine microfeatures, it is necessary to
achieve even finer beam spot sizes. DebRoy et al. [21] emphasized
that small spot sizes and low power are required to achieve finer
part resolution. The spot size is typically a function of the fiber core
diameter, focusing lens, and collimator lens. Reducing the laser
spot size is quite straightforward with an appropriate optical
design. The optical system in SLM typically consists of a collimator,
beam shaper, scanner, and objective F–h lens. The scanning system
in conventional and micro SLM machines typically uses a gal-
vanometer, which consists of two mirrors, to guide the laser beam
in at least two axes. In one of the first SLS systems, developed by
Regenfuss et al. [32], a SCANLAB beam scanner with a scan field
of 25 mm � 25 mm was used along with a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser with 0.1–10W power in TEM00 mode. The optical design
can also consist of other mechanisms, such as a digital mirror
device, to achieve fine spot sizes [44]. However, a detailed review
of optical systems is beyond the scope of this study.

4.3. Powders

Several powder characteristics (Fig. 3) influence the SLM pro-
cess performance and, hence, the fabricated part quality. Powder
shape, size, and surface roughness are the most significant param-
eters that influence the powder flowability and, consequently, the
powder-bed properties, melt pool behavior, and part characteris-
tics [76–78].

Olakanmi [79] studied the effect of powder properties on the
SLM/SLS of pure Al and Al alloys. The results indicate that the shape
of the powder particle has a significant effect on the processing
maps and densification process. The powder particles with irregu-
lar shapes in the powders were found to exacerbate the formation
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of agglomerates and porosity. An analysis of raw Ti–TiB powder
shapes in SLM showed that irregularly shaped powder particles
are detrimental to densification and, hence, to the tensile strength
[80]. A study on powder characteristics by Cordova et al. [78] using
different metal powders reported an occurrence of the maximum
powder packing density with the most homogeneous morphology
(i.e., most spherical). Liu et al. [71] observed that water-atomized
11 lm powder has a lower PBD compared with the apparent and
tapped densities, due to the irregular angular morphology and
the fine particle size. These studies demonstrate common agree-
ment regarding the need to employ powder particles with a spher-
ical shape for SLM and AM processes in general [7,76,77].

The influence of particle size in SLM has been widely investi-
gated, as has been reviewed by Sutton et al. [76]. A smaller particle
size typically results in better powder packing (increase in appar-
ent density) and poor flowability [81]. In contrast, a poorer appar-
ent density, tap density, and PBD were reported with finer IN718
powders [71]. Finer powders result in better surface roughness of
the final part after SLM [82,83], but an increase in porosity [84].
Simchi [85] reported better part densification during SLM with a
finer powder particle size or greater surface area, in the absence
of agglomeration. An optimal powder particle size is dependent
on other process variables, as the use of a powder particle size that
is larger than the laser spot size and layer thickness typically
results in non-uniform energy distributions, which further affect
the melt pool behavior [86].

In addition to the particle size, the PSD significantly influences
the SLM process [76,77]. Liu et al. [71] revealed that a wider PSD
achieved better surface roughness and part density, whereas better
hardness and tensile strength occurred with a narrower PSD. Iden-
tifying an optimum powder particle size and PSD is challenging, as
fine powders with a narrow PSD result in agglomeration, whereas
coarse powders with a wider PSD lead to segregation [85]. Further-
more, a number of studies [87–89] have emphasized that a bimo-
dal or multimodal powder distribution increases the powder
packing density and part density. Based on this advantage, Vaezi
et al. [14] proposed a bimodal approach for the microscale binder
jetting process to improve the part surface quality.

Conventional SLM/SLS typically uses powders with a particle
diameter of 25–50 lm, whereas micro SLS processes require parti-
cles with a diameter much smaller than 10 lm. Microscale and
sub-micrometer-scale powders have been tested in micro SLS sys-
tems, but exhibit limitations in terms of part quality [20,31].
Regenfuss et al. [33] used powders as fine as 0.3 lm for laser micro
sintering process to produce the features shown in Fig. 7. Fischer
et al. [31] used powders with a size of 3.5 lm, but the finest feature
Fig. 10. Agglomeration of (a) sub-micrometer grained W powder; (b) Cu nanopartic
nanoparticles with a size of 40 nm. (a) is reproduced from Ref. [33] with permission of E
with permission of Elsevier B.V., � 2018.
resolution was about 57 lm. To fabricate sub-micrometer features,
nanopowders are necessary. However, nanopowders result in
excessive agglomeration and oxidation due to the high surface-
area-to-volume ratio [44]. Fig. 10 [33,90] shows the agglomeration
of both irregularly shaped and fine spherical powder particles. Van
der Waals forces become dominant over gravity at the nanoscale
[90]. Agglomeration increases the interparticle friction and reduces
the powder flowability, leading to inhomogeneous powder layer-
ing [76]. Further effects include the balling effect and an increase
in porosity. In addition to agglomeration, fine powder particles
result in a number of other issues that need to be resolved in the
case of micro SLM system development:

� The reflectivity of fine powders is higher, which reduces the
absorptivity of the laser irradiation during SLM.

� Nguyen et al. [82] observed that finer powders with a particle
size less than a few micrometers were carried away by the
inert gas flow during the SLM of IN718.

� Fine powders might vaporize at very high energy densities,
leading to a reduction in part density, as was observed with
SLM [71].

� Another drawback is the reactivity of the fine powder, which
necessitates additional safety measures during handling and
transportation.

4.4. Powder-recoating system

The major issue that has been reported for micro SLM/SLS for
metals has been the inability of the traditional recoating systems
to effectively deposit the powder on the powder bed. There is a
common consensus on the need for innovative powder-recoating
mechanisms that can homogenously spread powders at the sub-
micrometer scale or nanoscale. However, as mentioned earlier,
nanopowders are prone to excessive agglomeration due to the high
surface-area-to-volume ratio and resulting high surface energy. At
the nanoscale, van derWaals forces become dominant over gravity,
leading to non-uniform powder layers during the recoating step of
the AM process. In order to achieve efficient layering with a good
powder packing density, one or more of the following approaches
are needed for micro SLM:

� An effective powder distribution strategy to avoid powder
clogging;

� Mechanical separation of agglomerated powders;
� Thermal energy to increase the packing density (preheating/
pre-sintering);

� Use of an additional binding agent for effective distribution
(slurry-based).
les (average particle size of 100 nm) with an irregular shape; (c) spherical Cu
merald Group Publishing Limited, � 2007; (b) and (c) are reproduced from Ref. [90]
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In order to devise new powder distribution strategies that are
not limited to micro SLM, it is necessary to understand the existing
techniques that are currently used in conventional SLM.

4.4.1. Current raking methods
Powder-bed recoating depends on the flowability of the pow-

der, which is influenced by a combination of the powder and
equipment characteristics [91]. The flowability must be increased
first for better powder distribution, whereas the powder needs to
be intact after the spreading. Most commercial SLM/SLS systems
use either a blade or roller for recoating the powder layers
(Fig. 11) [20,45,92,93], as described in Table 2.

The most common spreading mechanism is raking with a doctor
blade, as illustrated in Fig. 11(a). A doctor blade is simply a thin
piece of metal or ceramic that is used to scrape the powder across
the surface of a powder bed. Since the powder is not fluidized with
the blade spreader, high shear forces are applied to the previously
deposited layer [94]. Applying ultrasonic vibration to the blade is
expected to reduce these shear stresses.

Rollers are the second most common device for powder raking.
Translation of the roller across the powder bed, or clockwise rota-
tion, produces a forward rotating motion, which is called a
forward-rotating roller (FR), as shown in Fig. 11(b). This method
tends to impart compaction of the powder, as there is more pow-
der in front of the roller during its translation [91]. However, a
lump of powder sticks to the roller during the forward motion
and creates craters in the powder bed. Roller rotation in the oppo-
site direction, called a counter-rotating roller (CR), has better
flowability, as it forces the powder up while fluidizing the powder
(Fig. 11(c)). However, there is no compaction of the powder with
the CR method. Niino and Sato [92] proposed a combined setup
of FR and CR, as shown in Fig. 11(d). The CR first scraps off the
excess powder from the bed, which facilitates better compaction
by the FR. Budding and Vaneker [91] replaced the CR with a doctor
blade, in order to impart the same scraping effect while reducing
the process time. However, their method still produced craters
and drag on the powder bed. Roy and Cullinan [45] used a doctor
blade and a CR instead, in order to provide raking and compaction,
respectively. In the setup shown in Fig. 11(e), vibration of the CR
was added to induce compaction of the powder that was first
spread by the doctor blade. Haferkamp et al. [93] used a combina-
tion of three rollers to provide both the forward- and counter-
rotating rolling action (Fig. 11(f)), where the layer thickness was
controlled by the distance between the rollers. Regenfuss et al.
[20] used a compaction cylinder in addition to the raking blades,
in order to disperse and compact the fine powder used for micro-
scale powder-bed processes. The schematic of the powder-raking
system is illustrated in Fig. 11(g). In this setup, the build substrate,
fused part, and remaining powder below the fresh powder layer
are lifted upward toward a manual cap, in order to provide powder
compaction. Table 3 [20,37,45,91–93] compares the different
powder-raking systems described in the literature.

The existing raking systems are effective for the conventional
SLM process, in which minor inaccuracies in the powder spreading
can be considered negligible. At the microscale, however, similar
issues could lead to a large deviation in the fabricated part dimen-
sions. The effects would be exacerbated, as fine powders are used
in micro SLM. Despite consistent efforts to improve the raking
methods, they lack the required precision for micro SLM. The
inability of existing recoating methods to achieve a homogeneous,
dense layer of fine powder on the powder bed has consistently
been reported [33,38,45]. The interaction between fine powder
particles and the raking components greatly influence the effi-
ciency of powder spreading.

The literature review reveals that raking systems are expected
not only to disperse the powder onto the powder bed, but also to
provide better volumetric packing density of the applied layer.
Therefore, an effective powder-recoating system is required to con-
trol the layer thickness to sub-micrometer-scale or nanoscale pre-
cision while resulting in a homogeneous powder distribution along
the powder bed.

4.4.2. Dry powder dispensing
In order to overcome the issues with the current powder distri-

bution systems, Vaezi et al. [14] suggested dry powder-dispensing
techniques, especially for microscale PBF processes. The mechani-
cal methods of dry powder dispensing include the pneumatic, vol-
umetric, and screw/auger methods, which have limitations such as
a slow feed rate and an inability to handle fine powders [95]. The
spatial resolution of these methods is at least two orders of magni-
tude lower than what is necessary for micro SLM.

Vibration methods have attracted increasing attention in the
field of fine powder feeding. These methods use vibrational behav-
ior to cause an increase in free volume, which improves the particle
displacement [95]. The breaking of particle agglomerates can also
be achieved through vibration. Matsusaka et al. [96] first used
the vibration of a vertical capillary tube (as shown in Fig. 12(a))
to control the flow of fine alumina powder with a particle size of
20 lm and an irregular shape. Due to adhesiveness, the fine pow-
der could not flow through the capillary tube entirely by gravity.
When vibration was induced on the capillary tube through a vari-
able direct current (DC) motor, it propagated into the powder,
causing a reduction in frictional stress between the tube wall and
the powder. Both the amplitude and the frequency of vibration
are critical parameters affecting the flow rate. The powder flow
rate is proportional to the frequency, but inversely proportional
to the amplitude. The same research group used an ultrasonic
transducer to induce vibration of the capillary tube [97]. A similar
setup was developed by Yang and Evans [98] (as shown in
Fig. 12(b)) to print polygonal-shaped tungsten carbide (WC) pow-
der particles with a size of 12 lm on a substrate. Li et al. [99] used
ultrasonic vibration generated by a piezoelectric transducer to feed
3 lm copper and SS powders. Because of the micro-vibrations in
the ultrasonic frequency, the thin powder layer near the inner wall
behaved as a lubricant. The benefits of ultrasonic powder feeding
lie in its ability to prevent powder agglomeration and achieve con-
tinuous and uniform powder feeding, due to the traveling of the
ultrasonic wave along the capillary tube. Yang and Evans [95]
developed a system, as shown in Fig. 12(c), to mix and deposit mul-
tiple materials using individual powder hoppers and a mixing hop-
per, where the flow rate is controlled by acoustic vibration. These
research works have demonstrated the capability of the
ultrasonic-based micro-feeding devices which can be integrated
with lasers and used in a typical AM system.

Another promising powder-feeding mechanism for AM is
electrostatic-based dispensing. Electrostatic coating or spraying
has been widely used for industrial coatings and in construction
[100]. In recent times, it has found an application in the pharmaceu-
tical dry coating of tablets, as detailed by Yang et al. [101] in a
recent review. This method works on the principle of electrostatic
attraction between opposite charges. As illustrated in Fig. 13(a)
[101], the powder particles are charged while being exposed to a
strong electrical field. The negatively charged particles are attracted
to the substrate, which is either positively charged or grounded. In
electrostatic spraying, the charging of powder occurs when powder
particles pass through the spray gun, and are then deposited on the
ground substrate. In comparison with other dry-coating methods,
electrostatic coating greatly improves the coating efficiency and
adhesion due to the electrical attraction.

Electrophotography is another common application using the
electrostatic method, in which the photographic papers are printed
with toner particles [102]. In electrophotography, a light-sensitive



Fig. 11. Schematic of the existing raking systems in powder-bed AM. (a) Doctor blade; (b) forward-rotating roller (FR); (c) counter-rotating roller (CR); (d) combined FR–CR;
(e) combined doctor blade and vibrating CR; (f) three-roller system; (g) cylindrical raking system with compaction. (d) is reproduced from Ref. [92] with permission of
University of Texas at Austin, � 2009; (e) is reproduced from Ref. [45] with permission of University of Texas at Austin, � 2015; (f) is reproduced from Ref. [93] with
permission of Elsevier B.V., � 2004; (g) is reproduced from Ref. [20] with permission of Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, � 2007.
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Fig. 12. Schematic of vibration dry powder-dispensing systems. (a) Vibration using a direct current motor; (b) vibration using an ultrasonic source; (c) multi-powder-
dispensing system using acoustics for powder-bed AM. (a) is reproduced from Ref. [96] with permission of Society of Powder Technology Japan, � 1996; (b) is reproduced
from Ref. [98] with permission of Elsevier B.V., � 2004; (c) is reproduced from Ref. [95] with permission of Society of Powder Technology Japan, � 2007.

Table 3
Comparison of powder-raking methods [20,37,45,91–93].

Doctor blade (DB) CR FR CR followed by FR [92] DB followed by FR

Introduction No real compaction occurs;
only alters the layer height

Mostly for powder
spreading, as less
compaction occurs

More compaction, as more
powder is under the roller

Limits the amount of
powder in front of FR by
initial compaction using CR

Replacement of CR
by DB for a quicker
operation

Advantages Simple and easily controllable Stimulates the powder
flowability in front of the
powder

Provides compaction Both spreading and
compaction

High throughput

Limitations Unevenness of the blade
affects the deposited layer;
also, the powder is not
fluidized

No significant
compaction of the
powder

A compressed lump of the
powder sticks to the roller
surface and causes craters

Long process cycle time Distortions of the
powder surface at a
low density

Process parameters Layer height, blade velocity Linear and rotational
speed of the roller, roller
radius, angle, friction

Linear and rotational speed
of the roller, roller radius,
angle, friction

Linear and rotational speed
of the rollers, roller size,
friction

Blade and roller
translation
velocities, roller
diameter
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photoconductor is first charged by a high voltage corona. The
latent image is then created on the photoconductor by selectively
discharging its surface through a light source. The charged toner
particles are deposited on the photoconductor, which is then trans-
ferred to the paper. Based on the electrophotography technique,
Liew et al. [103] developed a secondary powder-deposition system
to be used for multi-material fabrication using SLS. In the simple
experimental setup, a Teflon scraper was used to detach the nega-
tively charged toner, which was then deposited over a paper with a
positive charge. Kumar and Zhang [104] developed
electrophotography-based powder deposition for powder-bed-
based techniques such as SLM/SLS, which can also be applied for
binder jetting [105]. A schematic of their setup is similar to that
of the electrophotography process, which is shown in Fig. 13(b)
[104]. Polystyrene powders with a particle size of 5 lm were
deposited on an aluminum building platform and fused together
by a heat roller to achieve parts with a thickness of 1 mm. In this
technique, layer thickness was controlled by parameters such as
the speed of the photoconductive belt, charge per unit mass of
powder, and developing roller speed. Thomas et al. [106] also
developed an electrophotography-based powder-deposition
method for the SLM process. Their setup demonstrated a good
transfer of polymer powders from the charging plate to the sub-
strate. Both research works proposed multi-material powder depo-
sition using electrophotography [104,106]. The deposition
efficiency was found to be influenced by the electrical potential
and by the distance between the charging plate and substrate.
Despite the initial formation of a uniform monolayer of powders
on the substrate, it was difficult to control the stacking of further
layers, as is necessary for SLM, in electrophotography-based depo-
sition. Two approaches are proposed in order to achieve powder
deposition in a typical SLM process, which requires a constant
potential between the photoconductor and the substrate or solidi-
fied part surface: ① removal of residual charge from the fused lay-
ers; and ② additional charging by a corona device in order to
increase the charge density.



Fig. 13. Schematic of electrostatic dry powder-dispensing systems. (a) Electrostatic spraying; (b) electrophotography-based powder dispensing for SLM; (c) electrostatic
powder compaction; (d) electrostatic powder dispensing for powder-bed AM. (a) is reproduced from Ref. [101] with permission of Chinese Society of Particuology
and Institute of Process Engineering, CAS, � 2016; (b) is reproduced from Ref. [104] with permission of Laboratory for Freeform Fabrication and University of Texas at Austin,
� 2018; (c) is reproduced from Ref. [109]; (d) is reproduced from Ref. [110].
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A sieve feed system was designed by Melvin and Beaman [107]
to be used in SLS. Unlike electrography, the sieve feed systemworks
by the removal of static electric charges. In the sieve feed system,
the powder is forced onto the powder bed through a charged or
ground sieve, whereas leveling is performed by a squeegee or roller.
An increase in the built part strength of 3 to 4 times and in the part
density of 10%–15% was achieved after the sintering of polycarbon-
ate powder using the sieve feed system, in comparison with roller
feeding. The observed behavior was attributed to the corresponding
increase in the PBD due to the removal of electrostatic charge from
the powder passing through the sieve. However, this system has
difficulty achieving precise layering and a uniform coating thick-
ness. The same researchers developed an electrostatic-coating-
based powder-recoating method for SLS [108]. Although the elec-
trostatic powder layering produced better dispersion than the
roller, the sintered part still had a significant amount of porosity.

A recent patent by Applied Materials Inc. [109] uses electro-
static charging to compact the spread powder layer with the
base plate or the pre-sintered part, as illustrated in Fig. 13(c).
Electrostatic compaction is applied when the potential drop at
the gap between the electrode and the layer of fresh feed powder
is larger than the potential drop across the layer of sintered and
fresh feed material. Plasma, which is generated through the gas
flow, can also be used to increase the compaction force. In this case,
most of the potential drop occurs across any previously deposited
layers and the layer of fresh feed material. Paasche et al. [110] con-
ceptualized a powder-bed system for AM using electrostatic pow-
der deposition, as illustrated in Fig. 13(d). In their setup, the
positively charged substrate collects powder from the negatively
charged powder container with the application of voltage. Once
the powder is deposited, the substrate traverses toward the laser
beam for subsequent melting. The process repeats until the entire
part is fabricated. Once implemented, this system could have the
following issues: ① Positioning the substrate at the focal spot for
laser irradiation and at the specific location for powder deposition
for every layer is time-consuming and could lead to errors;
② traversing the substrate between each layer might lead to posi-
tioning inaccuracies andpart shifting; and③ disposal of the trapped
powders before the shifting may be difficult. In addition, the ability
of this system to achieve further layering may still be lacking.

Despite the demonstrated feasibility of vibratory and electro-
static powder dispensing for precise and selective layering in
powder-bed processes, these techniques have certain limitations:

(1) Powder dispensing through nozzle-based systems is
strongly influenced by the process environment, and nozzle clog-
ging will hamper reliable powder delivery.

(2) Dry powder-dispensing systems have a much higher deposi-
tion time than conventional powder-recoating methods. This will
increase the process cycle time of the powder-bed processes, when
AM is already tackling the issue of a much higher cycle time in
comparison with conventional manufacturing processes.

4.5. Powder-bed characterization

For SLM at the microscale, the application of thin powder layers
is a crucial step that can greatly affect the part resolution, surface
finish, porosity, microstructure, and mechanical properties. Liu
et al. [71] reported that the PBD significantly influences the
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fabricated part density in SLS. It is notable that no process variable
is available to compare the different powder-dispensing tech-
niques. Any comparison—if it exists—is made through the sintered
or melted part density. As SLM is comprised of a number of process
parameters, it is difficult to segregate the effect of the powder-bed
characteristics while comparing the final parts. This section pro-
vides details on PBD, as it is an influential factor in microscale
powder-bed systems.

The packing of the powder during the powder-bed processing
influences the part density. However, there is no standard proce-
dure to characterize the density of the powder bed experimentally
[111]. Elliott et al. [112] devised a method to characterize the den-
sity of the powder bed used for binder jet printing. First, a CR was
used to deposit the powder on the powder bed. Next, a binder jet
was applied along the contours of a cup, leaving loose powder in
the cavity. After printing, the cups were removed and the weight
of the loose powder was evaluated. The PBD could be calculated,
as the weight and volume of the cup were known. A similar
method was used by Liu et al. [71] for SLM, in which the PBD
was measured by melting the walls of a square container. In both
studies, the PBD was found to fall between the apparent density
and tapped density of the powder. Gu et al. [81] devised a method
to calculate the PBD without binders or sintering along a disc. An
SS disk with a diameter of 60 mm was placed on the building plat-
form of the sintering machine. Three layers of 0.03 mm thick pow-
der were spread over it for each measurement, creating a total
height of 0.09 mm. The volume of the powder, therefore, could
be determined. The disk was then removed from the platter and
weighed both with and without powder; the difference was the
mass of the three layers of powder. The PBD was calculated using
the mass and volume. No correlation between the powder flowa-
bility (angle of repose) and the PBD was observed from the results.
In an experiment by Zocca et al. [113], the density of the powder
bed was determined by weighing the powder after a deposition
of 50 layers (each 100 lm thick) in the printer’s building platform
and dividing the mass by the geometrical volume obtained.

5. Surface finishing and hybrid processing

SLM-fabricated components generally have a surface roughness
greater than 10 lm, which mandates post-processing [114].
Despite the drive to achieve smooth surfaces with a roughness of
less than 1 lm, it might be inevitable that a secondary finishing
is required for micro AM parts. This section first focuses on typical
surface-finishing techniques that are used for AM components, and
Table 4
Comparison of surface-finishing techniques for AM-fabricated parts.

Process Capabilities (lm) Advantages

CNC machining Ra � 0.4 [116] Effective for simple geomet
Can achieve a mirror finish

CHE/ECP Ra � 0.5 [117,118] Easy to process internal
channels and difficult-to-
access areas

Laser polishing Ra < 3 [119]
Ra � 1.5 [120]
Ra � 0.4 [121]
Ra � 2.4 [115]

Same laser source can be u
Reduction in floor space

Abrasive blasting Ra < 1 [122–124] Simple, flexible technique
Abrasive flow machining Ra < 1 [125] Can be used for internal an

difficult-to-access features
Mass finishing Ra < 1 [126,127] No tooling requirements

Batch processing

CNC: computer numerically controlled; CHE: chemical etching; ECP: electrochemical po
on the capabilities of such techniques. Next, it briefly discusses the
suitability of these methods for application to micro SLM parts,
whether as separate post-processing or through integration with
the micro SLM to form a hybrid system.

Table 4 [115–127] compares some common surface-finishing
techniques that are used for AM components. Traditional subtrac-
tive machining is typically used to improve the surface finish of the
near-net shaped components produced by AM [7]. Simple mechan-
ical grinding and/or polishing may be adequate for some applica-
tions, although they do not usually meet the standards required
for high-quality parts [115].

Chemical and electrochemical polishing (ECP) have an advan-
tage over conventional machining in terms of the ability to be used
for complex features. Pyka et al. [118] used chemical etching (CHE)
and ECP for titanium alloy-based open porous structures; it was
found that CHE mainly removed the attached powder grains, while
ECP reduced the roughness further. Alrbaey et al. [117] used ECP to
reduce the roughness of SLM-made SS 316L from 10–17.5 to
0.5 lm. Yang et al. [128] electropolished Ti6Al4V samples fabri-
cated by means of EBM, which resulted in a reduction of the sur-
face roughness from 23 to 6 lm. Shape accuracy loss and
inconsistent polishing across different regions and times were
observed. ECP is limited by its tendency to erode the material,
which results in dimensional inaccuracies, in addition to the asso-
ciated environmental concerns [115].

Laser polishing or laser re-melting has emerged as a potential
cost-effective surface-finishing process for SLM surfaces that can
use the same laser source as AM [115,121,129]. Yasa et al. [129]
achieved a final surface roughness of 1.5 lm after the laser re-
melting of SLM-made SS 316L with an initial roughness of
12 lm. The laser polishing of additively manufactured SS AISI
420 infiltrated with bronze reduced the surface roughness (Ra)
from 7.5–7.8 lm to values below 1.49 lm, with no cracks or pores
in the heat-affected zone [120]. Ma et al. [121] observed a reduc-
tion in surface roughness from 5 lm to below 1 lm on Ti-based
alloys. Marimuthu et al. [115] achieved a roughness reduction from
10.2 to 2.4 lm on SLM-manufactured Ti6Al4V, with no formation
of the alpha case or thermal cracking. Despite the feasibility of
laser polishing for AM components, this method is limited to flat
surfaces and external features. In addition, surface re-melting can
affect the surface chemistry and thermal residual stress.

Abrasive blasting—commonly known as sandblasting—is widely
used in industry for cleaning surfaces, engraving, and deburring
[130]. Sand, abrasives, and nut shells are used as the blasting
media, which is propelled by pressurized air or fluid. De Wild
Limitations Eligibility for
micro SLM

Ability for
hybrid system

ries Difficult to machine complex
structures
Micro-tooling is time-consuming

Yes Yes

Dimensional inaccuracies due to
material erosion
Environmental concerns

Yes No

sed Difficult for internal features and
inclined surfaces
Re-melting could introduce
thermal residual stresses and
changes in surface chemistry

Yes Yes

Poor process repeatability Yes No
d Limited finish due to the abrasive

flow direction
Yes No

No localized finishing
High process cycle time

No No

lishing.
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et al. [122] used sandblasting to finish porous orthopedic Ti
implants fabricated by means of SLM. The surface roughness (Sa)
of the implant was reduced from 3.33 to 0.94 lm after sandblast-
ing with corundum. Strickstrock et al. [131] used yttria tetragonal
zirconia polycrystal (Y-TZP) particles to sandblast Y-TZP surfaces to
produce a roughness of 1.7 lm. Klotz et al. [132] used sandblasting
with corundum sand and glass beads to polish SLM-fabricated
yellow-gold alloys from an initial roughness of 12.9 to 4.2 lm.
Sandblasting was also used to improve the aesthetic appearance
of SLM-made maraging steel [133]. Qu et al. [123] reported that
the surface roughness of electrical discharge machining (EDM)
rough-cut WC–Co parts were improved significantly by abrasive
blasting, with the average surface roughness (Ra) falling from 1.3
to 0.7 lm. Table 5 [122–124,131,132,134] summarizes the effect
of different abrasive blasting treatments on the final surface qual-
ity of various materials. It can be deduced that abrasive blasting
can effectively reduce the surface roughness by 50%–70% with a
minimum Ra of less than 1 lm. Despite the limitation of process
repeatability, abrasive blasting is commonly used for microcompo-
nents, as it is advantageous in terms of process simplicity, flexibil-
ity, cycle time, and cost.

A number of new and different techniques have been imple-
mented for complex AM components in order to address the chal-
lenging surface-finishing requirements. Tan and Yeo [135]
developed a new technique—ultrasonic cavitation abrasive finish-
ing—for AM components. In this method, cavitation bubbles
formed by ultrasonic pressure waves within a liquid medium were
observed to remove the partially melted powders. The collapse of
cavitation bubbles induces shock waves, which propagate the
abrasive particles toward the sample surface, resulting in material
removal. The surface roughness of as-received IN625 was reduced
from 6.5–7.5 to 3.7 lm. Wang et al. [125] used abrasive flow
machining (AFM), a well-known finishing technique that forces
semisolid abrasive media across the surface, for SLM components.
A significant improvement in the surface finish of SLM-made alu-
minum alloy was achieved after AFM, with a reduction in surface
roughness from 14 to 0.94 lm. Magnetic abrasive finishing
(MAF), which creates abrasion from magnetic forces acting on
magnetic abrasives, was demonstrated to reduce the surface
roughness of SS 316L internal channels from 0.6 to 0.01 lm
[130]. A modified version of MAF—vibration-assisted magnetic
abrasive polishing (VAMAP)—was explored by Guo et al. [136] to
finish microchannels and grooves. A reduction in the surface finish
from 2.2 to 0.3 lm was achieved along the micro-grooves using
this process. Mass finishing techniques such as vibratory finishing
[126,137] and barrel finishing [127], which are based on the prin-
ciple of sliding between the component surface and the abrasive
particles, have been used for AM parts. Vibratory finishing of
SLM-fabricated Ti6Al4V with an average roughness of 17.9 lm
led to a final roughness of 0.9 lm [126]. However, vibratory finish-
ing resulted in a large number of roughness valleys on the surface.
Boschetto et al. [127] used barrel finishing—a process in which
material removal occurs through tumbling action due to a rotating
Table 5
Comparison of the effect of various abrasive blasting conditions on the surface finish.

Substrate material Initial condition Abrasive blasting

Ti implants SLM Corundum
Yellow-gold alloys SLM Corundum sand, g
HSS, coated carbides Milling/turning/drilling Ceramic beads
WC–Co EDM SiC
TiN/Al2O3/TiCN coatings CVD Corundum
Y-TZP Milling Y-TZP particles

HSS: high-speed steel; CVD: chemical vapor deposition; NA: not available.
barrel—to finish SLM-manufactured Ti6Al4V. A large reduction in
surface roughness (from 13.3 to 0.2 lm with a 48 h process time)
of SLM coupons was achieved using this technique. Despite its
good surface-finishing performance and process simplicity, it is a
time-consuming process.

In order to identify a suitable surface-finishing process for
micro SLM components from the pool of available techniques dis-
cussed earlier, a number of factors must be considered, including
initial roughness of the fabricated features, part size, geometry,
minimum feature size resolution, process complexity, cycle time,
and so forth. The size of micro SLM components is typically on
the millimeter scale, whereas the minimum feature resolution is
in the range of a few micrometers (Table 1). The eligibility of tech-
niques to be used for micro SLM components is listed in Table 4.
Despite achieving a good surface finish, mass finishing techniques
might damage microscale features during the process. Computer
numerically controlled (CNC) machining of micro SLM parts is fea-
sible, but micro-tooling and tool path control for complex geome-
try present a difficulty. In particular, the micromachining of thin
walls and of internal and high-aspect-ratio features is difficult
and time-consuming. CHE and ECP typically require flat surfaces
and cause material erosion along the edges, which might induce
large dimensional inaccuracies in microparts. Abrasive blasting
could be an ideal choice, as it is commonly used to finish the micro-
parts that are fabricated in various industries such as dentistry and
jewelry. Micro-abrasive blasting is one of the most frequently used
surface treatments for a range of medical applications, such as
obtaining the desired surface finish of dental implants to support
osseointegration [122,131,138–140]. Kennedy et al. [124] used
micro shot blasting with ceramic beads on high-speed steel (HSS)
and coated carbides, which resulted in a 60% reduction of surface
roughness, with the finest surface having an Ra of 0.4 lm. Laser
polishing is another suitable candidate, although the thermal stres-
ses caused by re-melting could result in part distortion, especially
along thin features, due to residual stresses.

Hybrid manufacturing systems integrate AM with either sub-
tractive or other assistive systems to improve the productivity
and customization capability of the machine systems [141–143].
Hybrid systems in AM typically involve the integration of laser sys-
tems with CNC milling machines by mounting the laser cladding
head (in case of LMD) to the z-axis of the milling machine [143].
Overall, the system design should improve the build capability,
accuracy, and surface finish of the structures, with minimal post-
processing. In the case of powder-bed fusion additive manufactur-
ing (PBF-AM), hybrid systems are rarely available, with the excep-
tion of Sodick OPM250E and Matsuura LUMEX Avance-25 [144],
although the surface quality of the components after PBF-AM has
always been an issue [128]. Despite themany efforts that have been
made toward microfabrication in powder-bed AM processing, no
hybrid systems that include additive and subtractive machining
have been developed to fabricate metallic materials at the micro-
scale. In comparison with the finishing processes listed in Table 4,
laser re-melting, or laser polishing, seems to be the most feasible
media Roughness, Ra or Sa
(lm)

Reduction (%) Ref.

Initial Final

3.3 0.9 72 [122]
lass beads 12.9 4.2 67 [132]

1 0.4 60 [124]
1.3 0.7 46 [123]
0.18 0.09 50 [134]
NS 1.7 NA [131]
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option for integration with micro SLM to develop a hybrid system.
Either the same laser source or a different laser source can be used
within the existing SLM system. Nevertheless, it should be
acknowledged that every finishing technique has its own advan-
tages and limitations, and selecting an ideal technique depends
upon the initial conditions of the SLM-fabricated part and the fin-
ishing requirements. Therefore, it is rational to improve the capabil-
ities of the SLM technique to fabricate features with a fine surface
finish, in order to eliminate the need for any secondary finishing.
6. Potential applications

Micro AM—especially micro SLM—has found increasing applica-
tion in the fabrication of precision devices and components in sev-
eral fields. Microfluidic devices can be applied in the fields of cell
biology, biomedical science, and clinical diagnostics [145]. The
direct AM of microfluidic devices has been attempted, but the pro-
ductivity of this method was found to be much lower than that of
typical injection molding techniques [146,147]. The most common
techniques for fabricating microfluidic devices are injection mold-
ing and hot embossing [148,149]. These techniques require a mas-
ter mold or tool insert to replicate the features onto the substrate.
Master molds for microfluidics are commonly fabricated using
lithography, electroplating and moulding (LIGA, which is a German
acronym for Lithographie, Galvanoformung, Abformung) and LIGA-
like processes [150,151]. However, these techniques have material
and design limitations. A metallic master mold can be fabricated
using the electroforming of nickel, but the hardness of the mold is
not sufficient [152,153]. The strength of the micro-molds manufac-
tured by these techniques requires improvement. A precise micro
AM technique for fabricating metallic micro-molds will improve
the tool life and, hence, the productivity. The same technique can
be used to produce high-aspect-ratio microstructures, which are
increasingly finding application in MEMS [154]. Roy et al. [44] used
a micro SLS process to fabricate electrical interconnect entities and
dielectric build up in order to assemble integrated circuit (IC) pack-
ages. Silver electrodes and silver interconnects were printed on pre-
fabricated traces to bridge two flexible substrates [16].

Another possible field for micro AM application is dentistry. At
present, in addition to the most common stereolithography and
digital light projection (DLP), SLM and SLS are used in dentistry
[155,156]. Dental bridges and crowns, dental implants, partial den-
tures, and model castings are some of the potential applications of
micro AM in the dental industry.

Over the past decade, there have been consistent attempts in
the jewelry industry to manufacture jewelry using AM. This field
is continuing to evolve, as almost all the major equipment makers
for AM have stepped up their efforts to use AM to fabricate pre-
cious metals, such as gold, platinum, and palladium alloys [157].
In addition to common AM benefits such as near-net shape fabrica-
tion, decreased material wastage, and faster overall process cycle
time for small batches, the specific attractive factors for jewelry
are the ability of micro AM to fabricate thin-wall, filigree, meshed,
and lightweight parts, thereby enhancing the design freedom and
aesthetics. A number of studies from jewelry manufacturers
[158,159] emphasized that despite the current limitations, SLM
will coexist with traditional casting in order to realize design ver-
satility and cost savings.

Hirt et al. [16] envisioned that devices and sensors could be
directly printed onto existing technologies within the aeronautical,
automotive, medical, and optical industries. The fabrication of
components with microscale or nanoscale resolution helps to
achieve a controlled microstructure. Precise microstructure control
can be exploited to improve the mechanical strength and tribolog-
ical properties of components fabricated using AM.
7. Concluding remarks

This paper systematically reviews theuseof the SLMtechnique to
achieve microscale features on metallic materials. Micro SLM is dis-
tinguished from conventional SLM by three factors: laser spot size,
powder particle size, and layer thickness. The available research
studies onmicro SLM successfully demonstrate the feasibility of fab-
ricating features with a microscale resolution on different materials
including polymers, ceramics, and metals. Current micro SLM sys-
temsachieve aminimumfeature resolutionof 15 lm,minimumsur-
face roughness of 1 lm, and maximum part density of 99.3%. Given
the limited academic research in this field, it is surprising that there
are a few commercial micro SLM systems on the market already.
Commercial systems achieve a minimum spot size and layer thick-
ness of 20 and 1 lm, respectively. One major limitation of the exist-
ing literature is that none of theworkshave attempted to investigate
the physical properties and microstructure of the fabricated parts,
which makes it difficult to compare the SLM process across scales.

In order to develop micro SLM technology, certain modifications
to SLM systems are necessary, such as adjusting the optical system,
powder recoating, and the drives for the powder dispensing and
build stage. The current limitations to obtaining a thin and
homogeneous powder layer are mainly the powder properties and
powder-recoating system. The literature implies that the current
powder-recoatingmethodology,which is predominantlyperformed
bymeansof a bladeor roller, is unsuitable for handlingfinepowders.
This paper reviews a number of potential dry powder dispensing
methods for their feasibility in powder-bed AM systems. Of the
vibratory and electrostatic-based powder-dispensing methods that
have already been implemented and tested in AM systems, electro-
static techniques seem to bemost promising in terms of the coating
cycle time. An effective strategy formicro SLMwould be to integrate
all the subsystems—suchaspowderdispensing, collection, andpow-
der sieving—and have a closed-loop feedback system.

The surface-finishing techniques used for SLM parts have been
reviewed indetail. Althoughmost of the processes can achieve a sur-
face roughness of less than 1 lm, the selection of an ideal process for
micro SLM is based on a number of factors, including part geometry,
feature resolution, and finishing requirement. The literature reveals
that abrasive blasting is currently a common finishing technique for
miniature parts. In an approach toward hybrid processing, the use of
laser polishing as the secondary finishing technique for micro SLM
appears to be more practical than other techniques.

Not limited to SLM/SLS, the common factors that restrict the
application of micro AM are finite powder particle size, low con-
finement of the heating zone due to high heat dissipation in met-
als, difficulty in controlling the resolution, surface roughness,
powder handling, and part removal [14,16]. These factors highlight
the need to develop new systems with an innovative approach in
powder distribution and post-processing of the built parts.

The future direction of micro SLM should be focused on two
aspects: equipment-related and process-related factors. A system
should be designed to handle nanoscalemetal powders, which tend
to agglomerate easily. The major focus should be on developing an
innovative powder-recoating system that can achieve homogenous
powder layers with sub-micrometer scale thickness, while simulta-
neously not compromising on the recoating speed. Regarding pro-
cess knowledge, more studies are required in order to understand
the interaction between nanoscale powder particles and the laser
beam. Further understanding of themicrostructure andmechanical
properties of parts fabricated using micro SLM are needed due to
the current limited number of studies. Considering the growing
application for metallic microparts with fine features in various
fields, including precision engineering, biomedical science, den-
tistry, and jewelry, further improvement in micro SLM will expand
the scope of SLM or even of AM in general.
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